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INTRO 
Enclosed you will find a practice test for fifth graders. This test should be given 

sometime in the last two weeks of Feb. 
 All questions are taken from 4th or 5th grade national or state tests (NAEP, TIMMS, 
MA, CO, VA, TX, NY tests) and have been selected based on the match to our state 
standards. 

Note that it is longer than the real Science CMT… it has 27 multiple choice inquiry 
questions, while the CMT has 18. The real CMT also has 18 content multiple choice 
questions and the practice test has 37. Both have three open ended content questions. 
  
Therefore this should be given to students over several days. 
 
 The purpose of this test is NOT to serve as a diagnostic or as a reteaching tool. There 
are 12 units of science content, 25 content standards and 10 inquiry standards. It is not 
feasible to review all of this with students. 
  

The purpose of the practice test is to familiarize students with the style and type of 
questions they will see.  Teachers should review the guidelines on the open ended questions, 
especially the idea of short direct answers, with lists, phrases and diagrams. 
 

During the Science CMT no outside materials, posters, vocab, etc.. are allowed. 
 
  
 The BEST way to use it is to have students try a section of questions, then to use 
class time to have them TALK about the answers , choices and reasoning behind them.  
 
 There is also a vocabulary list attached of words found in the performance standards, 
along with translations. Teachers should encourage students to use this as they try the 
practice questions, but should NOT take time to review definitions at this point. 
 
 5th grade teachers wishing to further review should follow the plan outline Jan 6/7 and 
given to principals in November.  
 
Review of Inquiry Skills as found in the Embedded Tasks, the Post IT lab, as well as review 
from the standards and GLE’s (Grade Level Expectations) Is also useful. 
(all found at www.newhavenscience.org) 
5th Grade Plan:  
Sep-Nov: Sound Unit Materials delivered, one to each of 65 classrooms, Teachers instruct Sound Unit 
Dec: 2 GEMS kits on light delivered, one to each classroom: Color Analyzers, More Than Magnifiers 
in one kit 
Dec-Jan: Teachers instruct Light Units 
Jan 14: Half Day PD for  fifth rep on units, inquiry, test prep 
Jan-Feb: Teachers instruct Earth, Moon unit 
Feb: Full Court Press Science Practice: Sample inquiry labs, test questions, vocab to go over with 
students, monitor 100 min/week time, inquiry skills 
Curriculum/Assessment Includes Inquiry Skills Tasks, Practice 
Late Feb: Teachers instruct Senses Unit, Do Catch It! Embedded Task (ruler) to review inquiry right 
before CMT 
March 6: Grade 5 Science CMT 



MULTIPLE CHOICE KEY 
1 C BINQ3 
2 B BINQ1 
3 C BINQ5 
4 B BINQ6 
5 B BINQ5 
6 C BINQ10 
7 A BINQ4 
8 C BINQ3 
9 C BINQ10 

10 B BINQ6 
11 D BINQ4 
12 C BINQ9 
13 C BINQ6 
14 D BINQ4 
15 A BINQ9 
16 D BINQ6 
17 C BINQ9 
18 A BINQ4 
19 C BINQ4 
20 B BINQ3 
21 D BINQ1 
22 C BINQ3 
23 B BINQ5 
24 A BINQ5 
25 B BINQ3 
26 D BINQ5 
27 A BINQ10 

   
28 B B1 
29 C B2 
30 A B2 
31 C B4 
32 A B3 

33 C B1 
34 A B6 
35 D B5 
36 D B7 
37 C B7 
38 B A15 
39 D B3 
40 A A16 
41 C B8 
42 A B9 
43 C B10 
44 A B12 
45 C B13 
46 A B13 
47 D B12 
48 B B12 
49 A B13 
50 D B11 
51 B B16 
52 D B16 
53 D B17 
54 A B18 
55 C B20 
56 C B19 
57 B B25 
58 B B24 
59 A B21 
60 A B21 
61 A B23 
62 C B23 
63 B B22 
64 D B22 

   

 
1) B15 
2) B2 
3) B11



CONSTRUCTED RESPONSE ITEMS 
Open-ended questions, also called “constructed response” items, have a question stem that requires 
a brief written response (generally, two to four sentences).  They are designed to probe students’ 
understanding of complex ideas.  As such, these questions include at least two components and 
there is no single correct answer; rather, they can be answered fully and correctly in a variety of 
ways.   
 
Responses to constructed response items are holistically scored.  A score of 2 is awarded for a 
response that fully and accurately answers the question, a score of 1 is awarded for a response that 
partially answers the question, and a score of 0 is awarded for a response that does not answer the 
question or is fundamentally inaccurate.   
 
An item-specific scoring rubric is developed for each constructed response item.  The item-specific 
rubric describes the content expected in a complete and accurate response, as well as the content 
that would be missing from a partial response.  Scorers look for evidence of student understanding 
of the concepts or processes described in the item-specific scoring rubric.  A score point is assigned 
based on the level of understanding demonstrated and the clarity and directness of the response.   
 
On the science CMT, written responses are not penalized for incorrect grammar, spelling, 
punctuation, sentence structure or overall organization.  Most important is that the student writes 
a clear and understandable response to the question that is asked.   
 
Where appropriate, responses may be in the form of bulleted lists, and students may insert labeled 
diagrams or tables in order to clarify their thinking.  Length of response is not a factor in 
determining the score; concise responses can provide as much evidence of understanding as lengthy 
treatises.  No scoring advantage is gained by including extraneous details or by rewriting parts of 
the question in the response.  Using technical vocabulary is not required in order to attain a 2 
score. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Generic Scoring Rubric for CMT Science Open-Ended Items 
Score Point 2 

The response is correct, complete and appropriate.  The student has demonstrated a strong 
understanding of scientific concepts and inquiry skills. The response may contain minor errors that 
will not necessarily lower the score. 

Score Point 1 
The response is partially correct and appropriate although minor inaccuracies or misconceptions 
may occur.  The student has demonstrated limited evidence of an understanding of scientific 
concepts and inquiry skills. 

Score Point 0 
The response is an unsatisfactory answer to the question.  The student has failed to address the 
question or does so in a very limited way.  The student shows no evidence for understanding 
scientific concepts and inquiry skills. Serious misconceptions may exist. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Question 1 
Possible Response: 
Heat causes the water to evaporate, change into steam, or become a gas. Warm steam (water vapor or gas) hits the cool 
lid. Steam (water vapor or gas) cools and changes (condenses) from a gas back to water droplets. 
Score 2 COMPLETE Explains that heat causes water to change to a gas and cooling causes the gas to change back to a 
liquid (may use terms “evaporate” and “condense”) 
Score 1 PARTIAL Explains either evaporation or condensation; OR Mentions terms “evaporate” and “condense” with 
no explanation  
Score 0 Unsatisfactory/Incorrect Incorrect explanation or does not answer the question 
Hot water is poured into a pot and covered with a lid. Over time, water droplets begin to form on the inside of the pot 
lid. 

What two processes caused the water droplets to form? Explain how each 
process occurs. 
Complete Student Responses 

 
Scorer Commentary: Response 1 explains both evaporation and condensation, and relates both to 
heating and cooling.  Terms are used correctly. Response  2 meets the minimum requirements for a 
2.  It has some extraneous information and incompletely describes condensation. 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Partial Student Responses 

 
Scorer Commentary: The response 1 correctly explains that heat causes water to change to a gas.  It does not explain 
correctly what causes the vapor to change back to a liquid. Response 2 mentions the terms “evaporates” and 
“condinsates” [sic], but provides no evidence of understanding either process or the role of heating and cooling. 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
Unsatisfactory Student Responses 

 
Scorer Commentary: Response1  has misconceptions about holes in the lid and air getting in.  The explanation is not 
clearly written. Response 2 has misconceptions and does not answer the question 



QUESTION 2 
2 Complete Student response indicates that each item should be placed in the gap in the circuit/tester and attached to 
both clips. The bulb lights up if the item does conduct electricity. If the bulb does not light up, the item does not conduct 
electricity. 
 1 Partial Student response indicates that the item should be attached to each clip or says the light bulb lights up if the 
item conducts electricity. 
 0 Unsatisfactory/Incorrect Student response places item on circuit in a place other than between the clips, or 
description is too general, or student gives unrelated answer. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The picture shows a way you could hook up a battery, three wires, and a light bulb. 

Explain how you could use these things to test an item to see if it is a conductor of 
electricity. How could you tell? 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Complete - Student Responses 1 & 2 

  
Scorer Comments: Both responses indicate that the ends of the tested item would be connected to the alligator clips and 
that the lighting of the bulb is the deciding factor in determining conductivity. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Partial - Student Responses 1 & 2 

 
Scorer Comments: The first response correctly states where the item should be placed to test for conductivity but does 
not indicate how someone would know if it is a conductor. The second response correctly explains how someone would 
know if the item is a conductor but lacks a clear description of the placement of the items for testing. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Unsatisfactory/Incorrect - Student Response 

 
Scorer Comments: 
Neither response provides a correct description of the placement of the items for testing nor an explanation of how 
conductivity would be determined. 



QUESTION 3  KEY 
  2 Complete 

 Student places A and B correctly, and provides a valid explanation for the placement of both 
diagrams. 

  
1 Partial Student provides an acceptable explanation for stage A or B, OR a partially acceptable 
explanation for one stage or both stages. (Stages A and B may be placed correctly or 
incorrectly or left blank.) 

  0 Unsatisfactory/Incorrect 

  Student does not provide a valid explanation for either placement. (Stages A and B may be 
placed correctly or incorrectly or left blank.) 

Complete - Student Responses 1 & 2   
Complete the frog's life cycle in Diagram 1 by writing A in the empty circle where stage A belongs 
and B in the empty circle where stage B belongs. 

 
 

  
Scorer Comments: Both responses place A and B correctly and provide valid explanations that 
include details of the stages in a frog’s life cycle. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Partial - Student Responses 1 & 2   

   
Scorer Comments: Both responses place A and B correctly. The first response provides 
a correct explanation for stage A while the second response provides a correct 
explanation for stage B.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Unsatisfactory/Incorrect - Student Response 

 Scorer 
Comments: 
Both responses may place A and B correctly but lack valid explanations for either stage.
 



SCIENTIFIC LITERACY TERMINOLOGY:  
ELEMENTARY 

This list, while not exhaustive, includes vocabulary that 
should be used by teachers and students during classroom 
discourse. 

 
ENGLISH SPANISH 
absorb absorber 
adaptation (adapt) adaptarse, la 

adaptación,  
aluminum el aluminio 
amphibian anfibio 
analyze analizar 
atmosphere atmósfera 
attract atraer 
average promedio 
balance balance 
battery la batería; la pila 
beaker vaso 
binoculars los binoculares 
boulder roca grande 
breathe respirar 
butterfly mariposa 
cactus cacto 
camouflage camuflaje; 

camuflar 
Celsius centígrado 
centimeter centímetro 
characteristic característica 
circuit circuito 
classify clasificar 
clay barro 
climate clima 
collect data colectar data 
compare comparar 
conclusion conclusión 
conclusion based on data    conclusión basada en 

la data 
condense condensation condensar; la 

condensación  
conduct (an experiment) conducir (un 

experimento) 
conduct (electricity) conducir 

(electricidad) 
conserve  conservar 
cork corcho 
critique crítica 
crystal cristal 
cycle ciclo 
data data 
decrease reducir, bajar 
describe describir 

determine determinar 
diagram diagrama 
dissolve disolver 
draw a conclusion Llegar a una 

conclusión 
droplets gotas 
drought sequía 
ecosystem ecosistema 
environment ambiente 
erode, erosion erosionar; 

erosión  
evaluate evaluar 
evaporate evaporation evaporar; 

evaporación  
evidence evidencia 
experiment experimento 
explain your reasoning explicar tus razones 

explain, explanation explicar; explicación  

explore explorar 
extinct extinto  
Fahrenheit Fahrenheit 
fair test prueba imparcial 

findings hallazgos  
flexible flexible 
float flotar 
force forzar; fuerza  

freeze congelar 
gas gas 
germinate germinar  
gills agallas 
graduated cylinder cilindro graduado 

gram gramo 
gravity gravedad 
guitar string cuerda de guitarra 

habitat hábitat 
hand lens lentes de mano 
hibernate, hibernation  hibernar; hibernación 

humid, humidity húmedo; humedad 

hypothesis hipótesis 
identify identificar 
increase aumentar 
insect insecto 
insulate, insulator insular, aislante 

investigate investigar 
kilogram kilogramo 
layer capa 



SCIENTIFIC LITERACY TERMINOLOGY:  
ELEMENTARY 

 
ENGLISH SPANISH 
length largura 
lens lentes 
life cycle Ciclo de vida 
liquid liquido 
liter litro 
lungs pulmones 
magnet, magnetic Imán; magnético 

magnifier magnificador 
magnifying glass vidrio magnificador 

mammal mamífero 
mass  masa 
materials materiales 
melt  derretir 
metal metal 
metamorphosis metamorfosis 
meter, meter stick metro 
migrate  migrar 
migration migración 
milliliters mililitros 
mineral mineral 
mirror espejo 
mixture mezcla  
motion moción  
natural resources Recursos naturales 

nutrients alimento; nutrientes 

object objeto 
observe, observation observar; 

observación 
offspring crías 
opinion opinión  
orbit órbita  
organism organismo 
oxygen oxígeno  
particles partículas  
pattern patrón  
pebble piedrita 
perform an experiment hacer un experimento 

periscope periscopio  
photosynthesis fotosíntesis 
pitch (sound) tono (sonido) 
planet planeta 
pluck (a string) tocar (una cuerda) 

position posición  
precipitation precipitación  
predict, prediction predecir; predicción  

pressure presión  
procedure procedimiento 
process proceso  
property propiedad  
range orden, ordenar; 

extender 
record (data) Registrar, (data) 

documentar 
recycle reciclar  
reflect reflexionar  
repel repeler  
reproduce reproducir  
reptile reptil  
result resultado  
reuse reutilizar  
revolve, revolution  girar;  dar vuelta; 

revolución 
rotate, rotation girar; rotar  
sand arena 
scale escala  
scientific observation observación 

científica  
season estación  
seed dispersal dispersión de 

semillas  
separate separar; separado 
sequence secuencia 
shadow sombra 
silt cieno 
sink (float) hundirse (flotar)  
soil tierra 
solid sólido   
sort clasificar  
speed velocidad  
state of matter estado de condicion 

de la materia  
stopwatch Reloj de guardia 

strum (a string) rasguear 
surface superficie  
survive sobrevivir 
telescope telescopio  
temperature temperatura  
tension tensión  
testable se pude probar  
texture textura  
thermometer termómetro  
thorns espinas  
transparent transparente 
vibrate, vibration vibrar; vibración  

water cycle ciclo de agua  
weigh, weight pesar; peso 



 


